We develop matchup models for the probability of a ground ball and a ground ball hit using twelve years of major league baseball play-by-play data. The models are based on player descriptors that can be estimated reliably from small samples which facilitates the use of the models for prediction. The model for ground ball probability is obtained by generalizing the log5 model to include both ground ball and strikeout rates for the batter and pitcher. A strikeout rate cross term is shown to be significant in this model which leads to regions of the matchup space, termed matched and mismatched Krate configurations, where either the batter or pitcher is favored relative to the log5 prediction. We also build a model for the probability that a ground ball becomes a hit which separates the contributions of the batter, pitcher, and defense. We show that this probability has a strong dependence on the pitcher's ground ball and strikeout rates and that the structure of this dependence changes with the platoon configuration. We give a physical justification for the model and provide examples of pitchers with characteristics that significantly lower or raise their expected ground ball hit rates. The new models for the probability of a ground ball and a ground ball hit are tested on out-of-sample data and shown to provide more accurate predictions than alternative models.
Introduction
The ability to predict the distribution of outcomes for a batter/pitcher matchup in baseball is useful for informing roster construction and player usage decisions (Koo, 2013) . The historical samples that are available for a particular batter/pitcher matchup, however, are typically too small to support accurate prediction (Fox, 2005a) (Stern and Sugano, 2007) (Tango et al., 2007) . An alternative approach is to develop predictive models that are based on characteristics of the batter and pitcher. James (1983) with Adams introduced the log5 model that predicts the probability of a binary outcome for a confrontation between two players as a function of the outcome rates for the players and for the environment. The log5 model, which is also known as the James function, has a number of desirable properties (Hammond et al., 2015) and has been used for many years to model the probability of outcomes in baseball (Carleton, 2009) (Fox, 2005b) (Levitt, 1999) . It was recently shown using nearly one million observations that the log5 model accurately predicts the probability of a strikeout for a matchup and that incorporating additional explanatory variables can be used to improve the accuracy of the model (Healey, 2015) .
About thirty-two percent of batter/pitcher matchups in major league baseball in 2014 resulted in a ground ball. The expected run value of a ground ball is significantly less than the average run value for a matchup in general which makes this outcome a desirable result for a pitcher (Murphy, 2015) . Both batters and pitchers have a significant influence on the probability that a confrontation ends with a ground ball. Batters with uppercut swings, for example, will tend to hit fewer ground balls than batters with flatter swings. On the other hand, pitchers who specialize in offerings that are thrown in the lower part of the strike zone with downward movement will tend to induce more ground balls than other pitchers (Lependorf, 2013) . Ground ball rates also depend on the platoon configuration for a matchup ISSN 2215-020X/17/$35.00 © 2017 -IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved which is defined by the handedness (left or right) of the batter and pitcher. The ability of batters and pitchers to hit and induce ground balls is a repeatable skill and studies have shown that batter and pitcher ground ball rates can be estimated reliably using small samples (Carleton, 2012) (Carleton, 2013) .
We will use twelve years of major league playby-play data to develop a model for the probability of a ground ball for a batter/pitcher matchup. Starting from the log5 model which utilizes the batter and pitcher ground ball rates, we show that an additional strikeout rate cross term is highly significant for all four platoon configurations. This cross term leads to regions of the matchup space that have a significantly higher or lower probability of a ground ball than the standard log5 prediction. These regions occur when the batter and pitcher ground ball rates deviate significantly from the league average. This is consistent with the work of Morey and Cohen (2015) who also observed differences between log5 estimates and the outcome of simulations for cases where batter and pitcher rates deviate from league averages. We define matched Krate configurations for which ground balls are less likely than log5 predicts and, in addition, we present evidence that these configurations also lead to fewer strikeouts. Thus, matched Krate configurations are favorable for batters for these outcomes. Similarly, we define mismatched Krate configurations which have the opposite property. The new model is evaluated on out-of-sample data.
We will also build a model for the probability that a ground ball becomes a hit. Several researchers have studied the variables that affect the probability that a batted ball in general becomes a hit with particular attention devoted to the influence of the pitcher. McCracken (2001) postulated that there was little, if any, difference in the ability of major league pitchers to affect opponent batting average on batted balls in the field of play (BABIP). While this assertion provided a useful approximation, subsequent research showed that this claim was not strictly correct. Tippett (2003) concluded that a pitcher's influence on BABIP is significant. He observed, for example, that pitchers with a high strikeout rate tend to allow a lower BABIP which has been confirmed by several subsequent studies (Bradbury, 2005) (Swartz, 2010a) . Lichtman (2004) showed that pitchers have considerable control over their ground ball rate which impacts BABIP since ground balls become hits more often than fly balls. Swartz (2010b) used additional data to confirm this conclusion and to further quantify the dependence of BABIP on a pitcher's ground ball rate. Lichtman (2004) had also speculated that pitchers might be able to control how hard a ball is hit and suggested the use of batted ball speed to investigate this hypothesis. Several years later, HITf/x data (Jensen, 2009 ) which provides estimates of the speed and direction of batted balls became available. In a 2011 study, Fast (2011a) used HITf/x measurements to show that both batters and pitchers influence the speed of a batted ball in the plane of the playing field and that batters control a larger share of the variance. He also showed (Fast, 2011b) that this speed has a strong correlation with the likelihood that a batted ball becomes a hit. Thus, batters and pitchers can influence their BABIP by affecting both the vertical launch angle and the speed of batted balls. The probability that a batted ball becomes a hit also depends on the defensive ability of the team in the field since defenders with greater range will typically allow fewer hits over a given distribution of batted balls.
In this paper, we will develop a predictive model for the probability that a ground ball results in a hit for a batter/pitcher matchup. Log5 is not a useful starting point for this model since the required batter and pitcher ground ball batting averages cannot be estimated reliably using small samples (Carleton, 2012) (Carleton, 2013) . Instead, we use alternative explanatory variables in a binary logit model. We show that the probability that a ground ball becomes a hit depends on the platoon configuration and that, for most regions of the parameter space, is negatively correlated with the pitcher's ground ball and strikeout rates. We also quantify the impact of the pitcher's infield defense and the running speed of the batter. Our results build on Swartz's (2010b) analysis of ground ball pitchers and on Lederer's (2009) observations regarding the variables that impact ground ball BABIP. We present a physical justification for the model that is based on Cartwright's (2012) analysis of HITf/x data. The model is also tested on out-ofsample data.
Matchup models

Binary logit model
A logit model is often used to characterize the probability of a result in a binary experiment as a function of a set of explanatory variables. We will use this model to represent the probability of a ground ball and its outcome in a matchup between a batter and a pitcher. If we let E represent the probability of a ground ball for a matchup, then the logit model takes the form
where x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n are the explanatory variables and the logistic function
ensures that the probability E is between 0 and 1. Several authors including Wooldridge (2013) provide a more detailed description of the logit and related models.
Log5 model
The log5 model (James, 1983 ) is a standard technique for representing the probability of an outcome in a binary experiment and has been widely used to describe matchups in sports. For our application, we denote the league, batter, and pitcher ground ball rates by L, B, and P with corresponding odds
, and P o = P/(1 − P). The log5 probability E * of a ground ball for a matchup between a batter and a pitcher satisfies (Healey, 2015 )
and, therefore, the log5 model is a special case of the logit model in (1) with n = 2, c = − ln(L o ), c 1 = 1.0, x 1 = ln(B o ), c 2 = 1.0, and x 2 = ln(P o ). The mathematical properties of the log5 model have been examined in detail (Hammond et al., 2015) .
Modeling the probability of a ground ball
Player descriptors
We will investigate models in the form of equation (1) for predicting the probability of a ground ball. A first step is to establish a set of descriptors for batters and pitchers that can be used to derive the model explanatory variables. Carleton (2012 Carleton ( , 2013 showed that strikeout rate and ground ball rate reach a high reliability at smaller sample sizes than are required for other candidate player descriptor variables. This enables these rates to be estimated reliably for many players using only the observations within a single platoon configuration for a single season. For this reason, batter and pitcher strikeout and ground ball rates will be used to define the model explanatory variables.
Player descriptors will be computed using Retrosheet play-by-play data. Since the information required to compute ground ball rates has only been recorded since 2003, our analysis will consider matchups in major league baseball over the years from 2003 to 2014. Before player descriptors are computed, we remove all plate appearances that resulted in a bunt or an intentional walk and we also remove all plate appearances with a pitcher as a batter. Adjusted plate appearances refer to plate appearance totals after this removal of bunts, intentional walks, and pitchers as batters. For both batters and pitchers, strikeout rate is defined as strikeouts divided by adjusted plate appearances and ground ball rate is defined as ground balls divided by adjusted plate appearances. We note that ground ball rate is often defined as the ratio of ground balls to balls in play, but we instead use adjusted plate appearances in the denominator for consistency with the log5 model.
Strikeout and ground ball rates vary from season to season and also depend on the platoon configuration. Figure 1 shows that strikeout rates have been increasing since 2003 and that rates tend to be higher for same-sided platoon configurations (LHP vs LHB and RHP vs RHB). Figure 2 shows that ground ball rates decreased from 2003 to 2009 but have increased from 2009 to 2014. In addition, same-sided configurations have led to higher ground ball rates over the last few years. We will represent each player and the league using separate strikeout and ground ball rates for each year and for each platoon configuration. 
Logistic regression
Following previous work (Healey, 2015) , player descriptors for a batter or pitcher will be regarded as reliable if the player amassed at least 150 adjusted plate appearances for a year and platoon configuration. Thus, the data set for analysis will include every plate appearance from 2003 to 2014 except bunts, intentional walks, and pitchers as batters for which reliable player descriptors are available for both the batter and pitcher for the year and platoon configuration. Table 2 summarizes the total number of plate appearances for each platoon configuration that satisfy these criteria. Using the set of plate appearance observations for a platoon configuration, logistic regression can be used to recover the associated logit model for a set of explanatory variables. We evaluated models that included all combinations of log odds ratio and linear terms with cross terms in ground ball and strikeout rates. The model with the most significant variables is given by 
where L o , B o , and P o are the odds ratios of the league, batter, and pitcher ground ball rates L, B, and P for the year and platoon configuration and B K and P K are the centered strikeout rates
where B K , P K , and L K are the strikeout rates for the batter, pitcher, and league for the year and platoon configuration. Equation (4) uses the same explanatory variables as the log5 model in equation (3) with the additional strikeout rate cross term c 3 B K P K . We note that the individual strikeout rate terms B K and P K were not significant for the prediction of E. Tables 3, 4 , 5, and 6 present the results of the logistic regression for each of the four platoon configurations. Each table contains the coefficients (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ), standard errors, z-statistics, and p-values that result when using the log5 coefficient values (c 0 = −1.0, c 1 = 1.0, c 2 = 1.0, c 3 = 0.0) as the null hypothesis. We see that the c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 coefficient values are close to the log5 values and that the p-values for these coefficients are all above 0.05 except for the c 1 coefficient for the RHP versus RHB configuration. Since the null hypothesis includes the log5 coefficient values for c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 , the p-values indicate that we can accept the standard log5 coefficient values for eleven of the twelve cases and use the slightly larger value of 1.028248 for c 1 for the RHP versus RHB configuration. In addition, the cross term B K P K has a negative coefficient and is highly significant for all four configurations.
The strikeout rate cross term is the primary difference between the four-variable model E in Let D = E − E * be the difference between the models for a plate appearance observation. Table 7 presents the mean and maximum values of |D| over all of the plate appearance observations that were used to build the models in Tables 3, 4 , 5, and 6. The largest differences exceed seven percent in predicted ground ball probability.
Matched and mismatched Krate configurations
Figures 3 and 4 allow us to examine the differences between E and E * as a function of the batter and pitcher strikeout rates. Figure 3 plots the D = E − E * surface as a function of B K and P K for the RHP versus LHB configuration for 2014 (L K = 0.191) with the batter and pitcher ground ball rates set to the league average (B = P = L = 0.320) for this configuration. The shape of the surface will be similar for the other platoon configurations with the degree of curvature dependent on the size of the c 3 coefficient. We will refer to matchups for which B K and P K are both significantly below or both significantly above the mean L K as matched Krate configurations. We will refer to matchups for which B K and P K are both significantly different from the mean L K but are on different sides of L K as mismatched Krate configurations. Figure 4 shows the structure of the surface along the two orthogonal directions B K = P K and B K = 0.5 − P K . The B K = P K curve shows that for matched Krate configurations we will see fewer ground balls than log5 predicts. The B K = 0.5 − P K curve shows that for mismatched Krate configurations we will see more ground balls than log5 predicts. The structure of this surface may result from the way that the interaction between the distribution of pitches and swings changes as pitcher and batter strikeout rates change. 
The Aoki, Kershaw, and diamond example
As an example of the difference between the log5 model and the four-variable model of equation (4), we consider the case of left-handed batter Nori Aoki against left-handed pitchers Clayton Kershaw and Scott Diamond in 2013. The strikeout and ground ball rates for the three players are shown in Table 8 and the league average ground ball and strikeout rates for this year and configuration are L = 0.329 and L K = 0.232. We see that the Aoki/Kershaw matchup is a mismatched Krate configuration while the Aoki/Diamond matchup is a matched Krate configuration. Since Diamond's ground ball rate is significantly higher than Kershaw's, the log5 ground ball probability for Aoki/Diamond (E * = 0.622854) is significantly higher than for Aoki/Kershaw (E * = 0.494198). However, since Aoki has a low strikeout rate and Kershaw and Diamond have high and low strikeout rates respectively, the strikeout rate cross term will have a significant impact on these matchups. Table 9 shows that the predicted ground ball probability E using equation (4) is significantly different from E * for both matchups and that E is actually higher for Aoki/Kershaw than for Aoki/Diamond. Thus, even though Aoki/Diamond has a log5 ground ball probability that is about 0.129 higher than for Aoki/Kershaw, the inclusion of the strikeout rate cross term in the model results in a higher predicted ground ball probability for Aoki/Kershaw.
Do more ground balls mean fewer strikeouts?
Since pitchers induce more ground balls for mismatched Krate configurations than the log5 model predicts, we might reasonably ask whether these additional ground balls come at the expense of fewer strikeouts. We can answer this question by considering a model for strikeout probability E K of the form
where L Ko , B Ko , and P Ko are the odds ratios of L K , B K , and P K . This model uses the same explanatory variables as log5 for predicting strikeout probability but includes the additional strikeout rate cross term B K P K as in equation (4). Tables 10 and 11 present the results of the logistic regression for E K for the RHP versus LHB and RHP versus RHB platoon configurations. The B K P K cross term was not near significance for the platoon configurations that involve left-handed pitchers which was likely due to the smaller numbers of observations for these cases. As before, the log5 coefficient values (c 0 = −1.0, c 1 = 1.0, c 2 = 1.0, c 3 = 0.0) are used to define the null hypothesis. The resulting c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 coefficients are all close to the log5 values with only the ln(B Ko ) variable resulting in a p-value that suggests rejecting the null hypothesis. The p-values for the B K P K cross term approach significance for the two cases with p-values of 0.2342 and 0.0634 and for both cases the c 3 coefficient is negative. This suggests that pitchers will achieve more strikeouts than the log5 prediction for mismatched Krate configurations and fewer strikeouts than the log5 prediction for matched Krate configurations.
In summary, the B K P K cross term has a negative value and is significant for all four platoon configurations for predicting ground ball probability and borders on significance with a negative value for the two platoon configurations with the most observations for predicting strikeout probability. For mismatched Krate configurations, therefore, pitchers achieve both more ground balls and more strikeouts than log5 predicts. On the other hand, for matched Krate configurations, pitchers achieve fewer ground balls and fewer strikeouts than log5 predicts. Given that ground balls and strikeouts are both positive results for pitchers, the analysis reveals that pitchers are favored for these outcomes relative to log5 for mismatched Krate configurations while batters are favored for matched Krate configurations.
Utility for out-of-sample prediction
We also evaluated the use of the new model for the analysis of out-of-sample data. For this purpose, we used the ground ball rates L, B, P and the strikeout rates L K , B K , P K observed in 2014 along with the model presented in Tables 3-6 which was derived using 2003-2014 data to predict the probability of outcomes in 2015. We considered all 2015 matchups which involve a batter and pitcher for which the rates estimated for 2014 were deemed reliable according to the criteria described in Section 3.2. Let E * p be the predicted ground ball probability for a 2015 matchup using the standard log5 model with 2014 rates and let E p be the predicted ground ball probability for a 2015 matchup using the four-variable model defined by Tables 3-6 using 2014 rates. We evaluated each model according to the log-likelihood of the 2015 matchups using the model. We also considered a baseline model which assigns a predicted ground ball probability for every 2015 matchup as the 2014 league average ground ball rate L for the platoon configuration. Table 12 compares the three models. We see that the 4-variable model has a larger log-likelihood than 
Modeling the probability of a ground ball hit
The fate of the ground balls hit by a batter or allowed by a pitcher over the course of a season can have a significant impact on the overall success of the players and their teams. In this section, we consider models for the probability E H that a ground ball results in a hit. As before, bunts are not considered to be ground balls and we exclude plate appearances with pitchers as batters.
Model variables
Platoon configuration
The probability that a ground ball becomes a hit depends on the platoon configuration. Let L A be the league batting average on ground balls which is the ratio of ground ball hits to total ground balls. all-time high number of infield shifts in 2014 that were intended to reduce L A (James, 2015) . We also note that there is more year-to-year fluctuation in L A for platoon configurations involving left-handed pitchers because these configurations include fewer ground ball observations.
Batter and pitcher descriptors
An attempt to model E H might be based on the associated log5 explanatory variables of batter ground ball batting average, pitcher ground ball batting average, and league ground ball batting average. Batting averages for individual batters and pitchers, however, require a large number of plate appearances to reach a high level of reliability (Carleton, 2012) (Carleton, 2013) . Thus, a model for E H that uses the log5 explanatory variables would be difficult to apply in practice due to the difficulty of obtaining reliable estimates for the batter and pitcher ground ball batting averages. As discussed in Section 3.1, the B, B K , P, and P K player descriptors can be estimated reliably from small samples and we will consider the use of these descriptors for modeling E H . The probability that a ground ball for a matchup results in a hit also depends on the distribution of the speed and direction of batted balls for the batter and pitcher. Batters who hit harder ground balls, for example, will (Jensen, 2009) can be used to estimate the speed and direction of batted balls, but is not publicly available at this time. A batter's running speed also has a significant impact on E H since faster runners beat out more infield hits and force infielders to play shallower which compromises range. A player's position can be used as a measure of running speed (Lederer, 2009 ). Centerfielders, for example, are typically faster runners than catchers. Table 13 gives the ground ball averages by position over the years 2003 to 2014. We see that outfielders have the highest ground ball averages and are followed by middle infielders while designated hitters, first basemen, and catchers produce the lowest ground ball averages. We define the batter positional speed S for a plate appearance as the ratio of ground ball hits to the total number of ground balls that were produced by the batter's position for that year after removing all plate appearances that involve the current batter. The variable S is not computed separately for each platoon configuration due to the limited number of samples that are available for some position/configuration combinations. Other possible measures for batter speed include the Bill James speed score (James, 1987) which is based on variables such as a player's number of stolen base attempts, triples, and runs scored per opportunity. We selected the positional speed measure over the Bill James speed score due to the latter's dependence on variables besides speed. Stolen base attempts, for example, depend on a manager's tendencies, triples depend on power and good fortune, and runs scored depend on the hitting ability of other batters in a lineup.
Defense
Team defense will also affect E H because infielders with greater range will turn more ground balls into outs. We define the infield defense D for a plate appearance as the ratio of ground ball hits allowed Buehrle. We see that D can change significantly from year-to-year.
Qualified batters experiment
Logistic regression can be applied to the set of ground ball observations for a platoon configuration to recover a logit model for E H using the model variables described in Section 4.1. The Qualified Batters Experiment considers all ground balls hit between 2003 and 2014 in a matchup where both the batter and pitcher rates are reliable. As in Section 3.2, we use 150 adjusted plate appearances for a year and platoon configuration as a threshold for the batter and pitcher rates to be considered reliable and we exclude bunts and matchups involving pitchers as batters. We also exclude matchups where the batter is a pinchhitter since we cannot assign the batter position to these matchups which is necessary to use the positional speed (S) descriptor defined in Section 4.1.2. We note that pinch-hitters are a relatively rare occurrence and accounted for only about three percent of major league plate appearances in 2015. Table 14 gives the total number of ground ball observations for each platoon configuration that satisfy these criteria. We evaluated models for E H that included various combinations of the variables described in Section 4.1. The most general resulting model based on the number of significant variables is given by
where
is the odds ratio of the league ground ball batting average L A defined in Section 4.1.1 for the year and platoon configuration. S and D are the centered speed and defense measures for a matchup and year
where S and D are defined in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 and L A is the total ground ball average over all platoon configurations for the year. B K and P K are the centered strikeout rates defined in Section 3.2 and P is the centered pitcher ground ball rate
for the year and platoon configuration. Tables 15-18 present the results of the logistic regression for the four platoon configurations. Each table contains the coefficients, standard errors, z-statistics, and p-values for the model that uses all of the variables in (7) that are significant with a p-value below 0.05 for the configuration. We see that, as expected, the number of significant variables increases as the number of observations for a configuration increases. The only significant variable that depends on a rate descriptor for the batter is the centered batter strikeout rate B K and the sign of the coefficient for B K varies with the configuration. Thus, the utility of B K for modeling E H is questionable and this variable will not be considered by the model examined in the next section.
All batters experiment
Since the regression results in Section 4.2 are limited by sample size, we considered an All Batters Experiment that removes B K from equation (7) to form the model
Since this model does not depend on a batter rate descriptor, we can remove the restriction that batter rates are reliable for a matchup. This provides more observations to study the role of the other variables in models for E H . Thus, we repeated the experiment described in Section 4.2 with the model of (10) by using the threshold of 150 adjusted plate appearances for the pitcher in a matchup, but by otherwise considering all ground balls after excluding bunts, pitchers as batters, and pinch-hitters. Table 19 gives the total number of ground ball observations for each platoon configuration that satisfy the criteria. We note that the number of observations for each platoon configuration is larger than for the Qualified Batters Experiment as presented in Table 14 . The LHP versus LHB configuration, however, still has a relatively small number of observations which limits its utility for analysis. The results of the logistic regression for the All Batters Experiment are presented in Tables 20-23. For each platoon configuration, the model is given that uses all of the variables in (10) that have a p-value below 0.05. In contrast to the Qualified Batters Experiment, each of the first five variables in (10) is significant for each platoon configuration except LHP versus LHB. In addition, the P P K cross term is significant for the RHP versus RHB configuration and the signs of the coefficients for the significant variables are consistent across the configurations. In particular, the c 3 and c 4 coefficients are negative in each case which causes E H to decrease as a pitcher's ground ball and strikeout rates increase except over regions of the RHP versus RHB configuration where the P P K cross term has a large impact.
If we set the batter's running speed S and the pitcher's infield defense D to the league average L A then S and D vanish from (10) which allows us to focus on the dependence of E H on the pitcher descriptors P and P K . Figure 8 plots E H as a function of P and P K using the coefficients c 0 , c 3 , and c 4 from Table 22 for the case of 2014 matchups between righthanded pitchers and left-handed batters. We see that E H decreases as P and P K increase since c 3 and c 4 are negative. The shape of the surface will be similar for other years with small adjustments due to changes in the league averages L A , L, and L K . Figure 9 plots E H as a function of P and P K using the coefficients c 0 , c 3 , c 4 , and c 5 from Table 23 for the case of 2014 matchups between right-handed pitchers and righthanded batters. Curvature is added to the surface by the P P K cross term which is significant for this platoon configuration. We can further examine the dependence of E H on pitcher characteristics by setting S = 0 and D = 0 in (10) and considering the deviations from league average C = E H − L A for each instance of a pitcher in our study with more than 150 adjusted plate appearances for a year and platoon configuration. Table 24 presents the number of pitcher instances, the mean of |C|, and the minimum and maximum values of C for the three platoon configurations where at least the first five variables in (10) are significant. We see that the average absolute difference between E H and L A is between seven and nine points of ground ball batting average depending on the configuration and that the maximum differences exceed forty points. Table 25 presents the pitcher and year that correspond to the minimum and maximum values of C for each configuration in Table 24 . Cases with negative values of C correspond to pitchers with characteristics that reduce ground ball batting average and we see that both P and P K are well above the league averages of L and L K for these cases as predicted by
Figs. 8 and 9. Cases with positive values of C correspond to pitchers with characteristics that increase ground ball batting average and the ground ball rate P is well below the league average L for these cases as predicted by the figures. For the case of Brad Lidge in 2004, the large positive value of C benefits from the P P K cross term which becomes large as shown in Fig. 9 for the RHP versus RHB configuration for pitchers with a small ground ball rate P and a large strikeout rate P K . The last column in Table 25 is the actual ground ball batting average allowed by each pitcher for the year and platoon configuration. We see that the pitchers with characteristics that reduce E H (negative values of C) allowed ground ball averages that are well below the league average while pitchers with characteristics that increase E H (positive values of C) allowed ground ball averages that are well above the league average.
Utility for out-of-sample prediction
We also assessed the model developed in Section 4.3 for the prediction of out-of-sample data. Using the model in equation (10), we considered the prediction of ground ball hit probabilities for 2015 data using the league rate L A and the individual pitcher rates P and P K for each platoon configuration for 2014 in addition to the speed measure S for 2014. We did not use the infield defense measure D for the out-of-sample prediction due to the large variation in ground ball defense from year-to-year (see Fig. 7 ) due to personnel changes. We considered all 2015 matchups that included pitchers with reliable rates for 2014 according to the criteria in Section 3.2 after excluding bunts, pitchers as batters, and pinchhitters. Let E H1 be the predicted ground ball hit probability for a 2015 matchup using (10) with only the league average and speed variables from 2014 (c 2 = c 3 = c 4 = c 5 = 0) and let E H2 be the predicted ground ball hit probability for a model that also includes the individual pitcher variables from 2014 (c 2 = 0) where the model coefficients in Tables 20-23 are used for each case. We evaluated each model according to the log-likelihood of the 2015 matchups using the model. We also considered a baseline model which assigns a predicted ground ball hit probability for 2015 matchups as the 2014 league average ground ball hit rate L A for the platoon configuration. Table 26 compares the log-likelihood for the predictive models. We see that using the speed measure S increases the log-likelihood for each configuration compared to the baseline model. We also see that adding the pitcher descriptors further increases the log-likelihood for each case. As in Section 3.6, we can compute p-values to compare the models for this out-of-sample data. For the configurations involving batters and pitchers of opposite hand (LHP versus RHB, RHP versus LHB), the differences in log-likelihood between the league average model and E H1 and between E H1 and E H2 give p-values below 0.10 for each case. For the other configurations, the log-likelihood values have smaller gains as we add variables and the p-values for the transitions exceed 0.15.
Physical justification
The result that pitchers with high ground ball rates tend to allow a lower batting average on ground balls is consistent with physical intuition. Cartwright (2012) used HITf/x data to examine this phenomenon in detail by considering the distribution of vertical angles of batted balls allowed by a pitcher where a vertical angle of −90 • is straight down and a vertical angle of +90 • is straight up. He showed that as pitchers achieve a higher ground ball rate the full distribution of opponent batted balls shifts to smaller vertical angles. This shift tends to make ground balls easier to field because they are hit more directly into the ground with a smaller velocity component in the plane of the playing field. For balls in the air, however, this shift in the distribution turns popups with large vertical angles into fly balls and line drives with smaller vertical angles that are more difficult to field. As a result, pitchers with high ground ball rates tend to achieve the best results on ground balls, but typically allow higher batting averages on balls hit in the air (Swartz, 2010b) . Murphy (2015) analyzes some of the tradeoffs related to a pitcher's ground ball versus fly ball tendencies and explores strategies that pitchers with high ground ball rates can employ to improve their results on balls hit in the air.
Conclusion
We have shown that the probability of a ground ball for a matchup can be predicted using batter and pitcher descriptors that can be estimated reliably from small samples. The resulting predictive model is a generalization of the log5 formula which is based on the batter and pitcher ground ball rates, but the new model also captures the interaction between batter and pitcher strikeout rates. This interaction leads to matched and mismatched Krate configurations which represent sets of matchups for which the batter or pitcher is favored with respect to both ground balls and strikeouts compared to the log5 prediction. We introduced the Aoki/Kershaw/Diamond example to illustrate the principle of matched and mismatched Krate configurations and to demonstrate how ground ball probability is affected for matchups within these configurations. We also tested the model on out-ofsample data.
The outcome of the ground balls hit or allowed by a team can have a large effect on the team's performance. Log5 is not useful for predicting the probability that a ground ball results in a hit due to the difficulty of obtaining reliable estimates for the component explanatory variables. Instead, we have employed a logit model to show that the probability of a ground ball hit depends on the platoon configuration and a set of alternative variables that separate the influence of the batter, pitcher, and defense. In order to address sample size issues, we defined an All Batters experiment that focuses on variables that depend on the pitcher, his infield defense, and the batter's running speed. We showed that the probability of a ground ball becoming a hit depends on both the pitcher's ground ball and strikeout rates. We also showed that the role of the different explanatory variables depends on the platoon configuration. The model was assessed for the prediction of ground ball hit probability on out-of-sample data.
Descriptors that characterize the distribution of batted ball speeds and launch angles for a batter or pitcher could be used to improve the model, but the data required to generate these descriptors is not publicly available at this time. Additional player descriptors, however, can easily be incorporated into the model as they become available. We provide a physical justification for the dependence of ground ball hit probability on a pitcher's ground ball rate and also give several examples of pitchers that illustrate properties of the model.
